Music of No Nation Will Be Exploited at the Expense of Another's, Declares Director in Announcing His Artistic Credo—French School Needs No Propaganda, He Avers—Russians' Art and Pays His Respects to Wagner's Genius—Finds Puccini 'Second-Rate'

Wants Europe to Give Hearing to American Works

By CLARE PEELER

(20 two people could be imagined more different in type than Pierre Mon­
teux and Maurice Ravel. The first is the charismatic young French Con­
ductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and Henri Rabaud, a reti­
ring conductor. Except for the summer concerts in the South of France and their occasional cruises on the Côte d’Azur, they seem comfortably un­known to the public. Yet, in the life of music, their influence is in­definable by a more winning manner, he could not imagine M. Rabaud as taking any but friendly roles. In his warm and bright grasp of the South of France, in which he derives his de­
manded him low-voiced, a man's capabilities in the line of pa­
tolerance and tact in dealing with others when he is measuring up to the task of

 prefers symphonic and oratorio music; the musician, the

ter, but of classic; not of modern. Now, with the Boston orches­

he had no strong views, one who

in response to a question, "I have come here with my confidence raised.
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